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88 possible points.  Passing score is 58.

1. (1 pt) Which of the following is the most complete answer for 
who needs to accept the test plan?

a. All company executives and the steering group
b. All vendors and their developers
c. All end users
d. All stakeholders

D is correct.  All project stakeholders must agree with and work within 
the test plan.  This is why their acceptance of it is required.  Not all 
stakeholders will need to sign off on the plan, but they must abide by it. 
(TM-1.1.1 (K2) Summarize test planning)

2. (1 pt) When does testware handover occur?

a. During test planning
b. During test monitoring
c. During test completion
d. During test control

C is correct.  This occurs during the test completion activities. (TM-1.1.3 
(K2) Summarize test completion)
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3. (1 pt) In the stakeholder quadrants, which of the following is 
classified as “Low Influence, High Interest”?

a. Promoters
b. Latents
c. Defenders
d. Apathetics

C is correct per the syllabus. (TM-1.2.2 (K2) Explain why stakeholders’ 
knowledge is important in test management)

4. (1 pt) What is the difference in dashboard usage between a 
V-model project and a Scrum project?

a. V-model requires it, Scrum project does not use it
b. V-model can use it, Scrum project must use it
c. V-model must use it, Scrum project can use it
d. V-model doesn’t use it, Scrum project does not use it

B is correct.  While it is nice to have one in a V-model project, in a Scrum 
project it is an expectation. (TM-1.2.4 (K2) Summarize test management 
activities for various software development lifecycles)
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5. (1 pt) At what testing level are test management 
responsibilities shared with the development team?

a. Component Integration testing
b. System testing
c. System Integration testing
d. Acceptance testing

A is correct.  The development team usually managed unit testing on 
their own.  At the point of component integration testing, the test 
manager begins management of the testing, but works closely with 
the developers. (TM-1.2.5 (K2) Explain test management activities at 
various test levels)

6. (1 pt) You are researching tools to determine the best 
accessibility testing tool available.  What type of testing are you 
helping facilitate?

a. Black-box
b. White-box
c. Functional
d. Non-functional

D is correct.  Accessibility testing is a non-functional test type. (TM-1.2.6 
(K2) Explain test management activities for various test types)
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7. (3 pts) Your team is working on testing the software for an 
exciting new medical device which will dramatically improve 
the outcomes from cardiac surgery.  The testing has strictly 
followed the requirements which were approved and signed 
off by the appropriate stakeholders.  You have implemented 
standards for the depth of test cases as well as plans for the 
various types of non-functional testing that are required.   
 
Given this information what else do you urgently need to be 
investigating and reviewing for testing impacts and risks to the 
testing process?

a. The production implementation plan to ensure there will be 
adequate time for testing during the rollout

b. The acceptance test procedure and steps required by the users to 
provide their acceptance

c. The security test plan and contract with the security testing 
organization

d. The risk mitigation required to meet applicable regulations and 
standards for testing this type of medical software

 
D is correct.  This is medical software so it will have regulatory 
requirements provided by the FDA at a minimum.  A, B and C will also 
need to be done, but these are not as urgent.  D is the most urgent 
because it will affect test documentation, execution, reporting, 
coverage, etc. (TM-1.2.7 (K4) Analyze a given project and determine test 
management activities emphasizing test planning, test monitoring, and 
test control) 
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8. (3 pts) You have taken over a project that is a mess.  The testing 
was being done entirely by the onsite team who was working 
closely with the developers and BAs.  Someone in management 
decided it was too expensive to do testing that way, so they 
have required that at least half the testing be assigned to the 
offshore team.  This offshore team has just been assembled and 
no one has worked with them before.  There are good tools in 
place for test management and defect tracking, so information 
sharing should be straightforward.  There is a project manager 
for the offshore team who will facilitate communications.  The 
onsite team is unsure what to do or how to allocate work to the 
offshore team.   
 
What should you do now to help the project move forward?

a. Remove the offshore team and go back to the totally onsite model 
which will be less expensive in the long run

b. Develop a test team configuration plan so the team knows who is 
responsible for what

c. Develop an offshore test plan so the offshore team can follow the 
same processes as the onsite team

d. Elect an offshore test team manager who can be your counterpart

 
B is correct.  At this point everyone seems to be confused about who 
is supposed to do what.  A team configuration plan will clarify the 
responsibilities and should help everyone to get the access and support 
they need.  A is probably not feasible since the decision has already 
been made.  C is not correct because the one project test plan should be 
applicable to both teams.  D is not correct because you probably don’t 
have the budget to add another management team member.  There is 
already an offshore project manager so another test manager should 
not be needed. (TM-1.2.7 (K4) Analyze a given project and determine 
test management activities emphasizing test planning, test monitoring, 
and test control) 
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9. (1 pt) Which of the following is a way in which risk analysis 
drives test execution?

a. It determines which tests should be executed first
b. It guides the selection of test conditions that must be covered by 

testing
c. It influences the format of the test summary report that will be 

written at the end of the testing
d. It drives root cause analysis for any defects found

 
A is correct.  This is applicable for test execution.  B is applicable for 
test analysis.  C and D are not really affected by risk although defect 
prioritization often is. (TM-1.3.1 (K2) Explain the different ways that 
risk-based testing responds to risks) 

10. (1 pt) Which of these is a factor that influences the likelihood of 
a risk occurring?

a. Geographically distributed team
b. Damage to reputation
c. Safety
d. Legal sanctions

 
A is correct.  This is a likelihood factor.  B, C and D are all impact factors. 
(TM-1.3.3 (K2) Summarize the factors that determine the risk levels 
related to product quality) 
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11. (3 pts) You are managing the testing for a bank card project.  
The testing was scheduled to take 10 weeks but by the time 
the software was developed, only six weeks was available for 
testing.  Knowing there were a lot of risks with the software, 
your team started testing activities early by overseeing code 
reviews, defining acceptance criteria by working with the users 
and by doing all test creation prior to the code arriving.   
 
You are now three days away from the go-live date.  Your 
testing has mitigated all the high and medium risk items, 
leaving only the low-risk elements unmitigated by testing.  You 
estimate it will take two weeks to manually test the low-risk 
elements.  At this point, what should you do?

a. Automate the testing of the untested elements to ensure they are 
covered

b. Block the go-live and start testing the low-risk elements immediately
c. Perform breadth testing for the low-risk items to assess the residual 

risk 
d. Select one of the low-risk elements and perform depth testing to 

assess the residual risk

 
C is correct.  Breadth testing of the untested areas will give you a quick 
look at the residual risk.  Based on what you find, you may need to delay 
the release or transfer the risk, but at least you’ll have a better idea of 
what is lurking.  A is not correct because there isn’t enough time to do 
this.  B would be nice, but it is unlikely you’d have this much power.  D 
doesn’t make sense.  If anything, you’d be better to do breadth testing. 
(TM-1.3.4 (K4) Select appropriate test activities to mitigate risks 
according to their risk level in a given context) 
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12. (3 pts) You are managing the test team that is testing a new 
mobile application that provides a “step-by-step” hiking guide.  
Your risk assessment resulted in the following table: 
 
Risk Level Test Object Mitigation
Very high Accuracy of GPS data Test for accuracy within 3 feet
High Usability Perform usability analysis
Medium Trail finder Test for access to information on 

all supported trails
Low Feedback page Test for access to feedback page 

and capture of data
 
What type of testing needs to be applied to the accuracy of the 
GPS data?

a. Breadth testing across a wide sample of scenarios, depth testing for 
the accuracy of the information in any particular set of conditions

b. Usability of the GPS data
c. Coordination of the information in the GPS data and the trail finder
d. Expert testing conducted by a sample set of users with extensive 

back country hiking experience paired with deep usability testing 
experience

 
A is the best approach here.  Very high-risk level items are best 
addressed with a combination of breadth and depth testing to cover 
the widest range of scenarios and fully testing the capabilities.  B 
is not correct because usability does not affect the accuracy of the 
GPS data – although it does potentially affect the usage of that data.  
C needs to be tested, but that is not a very high-risk item.  D is not 
correct.  A GIS expert might be useful for this testing, but actual hiking 
experience doesn’t help with the accuracy testing. (TM-1.3.4 (K4) Select 
appropriate test activities to mitigate risks according to their risk level 
in a given context) 
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13. (1 pt) You have just completed a project and have released it to 
production.  Even though you applied a risk-based approach, 
there were significant problems found in production.  After 
further analysis you have determined that key risks were 
missed in the risk analysis.  What should be done for future 
projects to ensure this does not happen again?

a. Be sure that the risk mitigation is consistently monitored during 
testing

b. Verify that testing is aligned with the risk mitigation goals of the 
project

c. Be sure the right people are involved in the risk analysis, so a wider 
set of information is used to identify and prioritize the risks

d. Verify that the testing techniques being used are appropriate to 
identify the risk items and check that reporting was accurate

 
C is correct.  The problem here is that the risks were never identified, 
so more information was needed from the stakeholders to be able to 
identify the risks.  A, B and D are all about using testing to mitigate 
the known risks. (TM-1.3.6 (K2) Give examples of success metrics and 
difficulties associated with risk-based testing) 
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14. (1 pt) Which of the following is required to apply a white-box 
testing approach?

a. Detailed requirements
b. Usage models
c. Access to the internal structure of the test object
d. A full risk-assessment to support risk prioritization

 
C is correct. (TM-1.4.1 (K2) Explain typical choices for a test approach) 
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15. (3 pts) Your team has been assigned to test a loyalty card 
program for a supermarket chain.  Because this is a highly 
competitive market, significant investment has been made 
to determine the shortcomings of the products offered by 
competitors.  Several features have been identified as having a 
high impact on the user experience and the project team wants 
to prioritize the testing of these features to ensure there are no 
failures.  Testing time is quite limited, so you want to be sure 
you use the time efficiently.  
 
Given only this information, what test approach would be most 
appropriate?

a. Model-based
b. Experience-based
c. Risk-based
d. Requirements-based

 
C is correct.  As features have been identified as having a high impact, 
you’ll need to measure the likelihood of failure, but clearly these are the 
highest risk items, so risk-based testing makes sense as an approach.  
In addition, there are time constraints so it will be important to get the 
high-risk items tested first. (TM-1.4.2 (K4) Analyze an organizational 
test strategy and the project context to select the appropriate test 
approach) 
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16. (3 pts) Your team has been assigned to test a new product that 
processes blood tests and flags any anomalies.  This software 
must be approved by the FDA prior to release into production.  
Given this information, what testing approach is the most 
appropriate?

a. Risk-based
b. Risk-based plus regulatory
c. Model-based
d. Model-based plus experience-based

 
B is the best answer. (TM-1.4.2 (K4) Analyze an organizational test 
strategy and the project context to select the appropriate test approach) 
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17. (2 pts) Once again, your team has released a product to 
production that has inadequate security.  Only system 
administrators should be allowed to access some functionality, 
but in fact everyone can access everything.  You have set the 
following goal for the next release: 
 
“All access rights will be tested against the allowed 
functionality, according to the access matrix.” 
 
Which of the following is likely an issue with this goal being 
defined as “SMART”?

a. It is not clear if this is achievable in the time allowed
b. It is not specific on what needs to be done
c. It is not relevant to the project objectives
d. It is not measurable against the goals of the project

 
A is correct.  We don’t know how big the matrix is or how long it will 
take to test it. (TM-1.4.3 (K3) Use the S.M.A.R.T. goal methodology to 
define measurable test objectives and exit criteria) 
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18. (2 pts) You have decided that your team should implement 
better quality practices.  You have told them that every test 
case will have a status of “unreviewed” until it has been peer 
reviewed and approved by at least one other tester.  When the 
review is complete, the status will be updated to “reviewed” 
and the test case can be executed.  Your team is not happy 
about this rule, and they feel they are being punished for a 
problem that does not exist – in this case, low quality test 
cases.   
 
According to the SMART goals, according to your team, what is 
missing from this goal that you have set?

a. It is not specific
b. It is not measurable
c. It is not achievable
d. It is not relevant

 
D is correct.  They don’t feel this new process is relevant to what they 
are doing as they don’t perceive a problem with the current working 
process. (TM-1.4.3 (K3) Use the S.M.A.R.T. goal methodology to define 
measurable test objectives and exit criteria) 
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19. (1 pt) What is the purpose of the IDEAL model?

a. To ensure goals are clear and achievable
b. To support process improvement initiatives
c. To classify and mitigate risk in testing
d. To provide a skillset evaluation standard

 
B is correct. (TM-1.5.1 (K2) Explain how to use the IDEAL model for test 
process improvement on a given project) 

20. (1 pt) Which of the following is a characteristic of an analytical-
based test process improvement model?

a. It is based on comparison to external best practices
b. It defines best practices
c. It uses only quantitative data
d. It is reliant on data analysis

 
D is correct.  (TM-1.5.3 (K2) Summarize the analytical-based 
improvement approach to test process improvement and understand 
how to apply it on a project context) 
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21. (2 pts) Your project has been having retrospectives for the last 
two months.  Each meeting results in a list of improvements to 
make, but at least 80% of the improvements are the same from 
meeting to meeting. What step in the process is missing?

a. Collecting data
b. Identifying improvements
c. Determining causes
d. Deciding on improvement actions

 
D is most likely missing.  A, B are already happening.  C may be 
needed to be more complete before D can be implemented, but D 
is not happening. (TM-1.5.4 (K3) Implement a project or iteration 
retrospective to evaluate test processes and discover testing areas to 
improve) 
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22. (2 pts) You have been getting ready to attend a retrospective 
meeting.  One of the issues you want to raise is that the 
developers are rejecting defect reports saying there is not 
enough information, even though the information is actually 
provided.  What data could you bring to the meeting to support 
your concerns?

a. The number of times a defect is rejected by the developers
b. The number of defects rejected by the developers for lack of 

information
c. The number of defects closed by testers
d. The number of defects that are fixed by developers

 
B is correct.  Even more interesting would be the number that are 
rejected and then subsequently fixed with no additional information 
added.  A, C and D are not pertinent to the problem. (TM-1.5.4 
(K3) Implement a project or iteration retrospective to evaluate test 
processes and discover testing areas to improve) 

23. (1 pt) Which type of tool is usually the least expensive?

a. COTS
b. Open-source
c. Custom or home-grown
d. Project management

 
B is correct.  Open-source tools are usually the least expensive.  (TM-
1.6.2 (K2) Explain the impact of technical and business aspects on the 
decision for a tool type) 
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24. (3 pts) Your manager has decided that your team of manual 
testers should all become test automation engineers.  Your 
team is much stronger in analysis than in technical testing, 
so you are concerned about their ability to adapt.  When 
evaluating tool vendors, which of the following would be 
helpful in this situation?

a. Low license costs
b. Remote storage of the test automation scripts
c. Free online training and support
d. Tools that are java-based

 
C is correct.  Since the team is not technical, anything that can help 
them create the test scripts will be beneficial.  Having training and 
support available to them for free will save money in the long run. (TM-
1.6.3 (K4) Analyze a given context to create a plan for tool selection, 
including risks, costs, and benefits) 
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25. (3 pts) Your team has been assigned to test a mobile 
application.  The application has been developed by a vendor 
who is continually making changes.  There is a high incidence 
of regressions.  Your team does not have the time or experience 
to implement test automation, but everyone agrees it is 
needed.  As a result, you have decided to have a third-party 
testing organization implement the test automation using the 
tool you have selected.  They are on schedule to complete the 
automation within budget.   
 
What should be your main concern now?

a. Who will maintain/update the automation code
b. Will your testers be insulted now that there is automation available
c. With faster cycles for regression testing, will there be a push to 

eliminate manual testing roles
d. What happens if the automated tests find issues the manual testing 

has missed

 
A should be your primary concern.  B, C and D are real concerns, but 
are a part of any automation effort.  At this point, with a third party 
doing the automation development, the biggest issue is how/who will 
maintain the automation as changes occur. (TM-1.6.3 (K4) Analyze a 
given context to create a plan for tool selection, including risks, costs, 
and benefits) 
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26. (1 pt) How can code coverage information help testing?

a. It indicates the important areas for testing
b. It indicates the most commonly used code segments
c. It indicates which parts of the code still need to be tested
d. It indicates how many defects have been found per line of code

 
C is correct. (TM-1.6.5 (K2) Give examples for metric collection and 
evaluation by using tools) 

27. (1 pt) Which group of metrics is used to measure achievement 
of test objectives?

a. Test planning metrics
b. Test monitoring metrics
c. Test control metrics
d. Test completion metrics

 
D is correct.  Test completion metrics look at what has been achieved 
whereas test monitoring and control metrics are used to track progress. 
(TM-2.1.1 (K2) Give examples of metrics to achieve the test objectives) 
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28. (1 pt) You are halfway through testing a project and you want 
to know if you are on schedule.  Which of the following metrics 
can help you determine if your progress is adequate?

a. Number of requirements tested vs still untested
b. Number of test cases executed vs not executed
c. Number of defects found vs expected to be found
d. Number of budget dollars used

 
B will be the most accurate assuming test cases are relatively all 
the same size/effort.  A seems like it would be a good one, but some 
requirements take a lot longer to test than others, so this may not 
give an accurate picture.  C is interesting but may not be helpful if the 
estimate was incorrect.  D may indicate when you will be done, but not 
if your progress is where it should be.  (TM-2.1.2 (K2) Explain how to 
control test progress using test metrics) 

 

29. (3 pts) What is a problem with having a target metric of 95% for 
passed test cases for high-risk items?

a. It is very difficult to calculate accurately
b. You do not know if the 5% not tested might be critical
c. It does not consider the overall failure number for all test cases
d. Outstanding defects are not included in the calculation

 
B is correct.  The problem with percentage metrics that are not 100% 
is that you have to look at the part that is not covered to determine if 
it’s safe to go forward. (TM-2.1.3 (K4) Analyze test results to create test 
reports that empower stakeholders to make decisions) 
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30. (3 pts) You have been tracking some cost of quality metrics and 
you are seeing that defects are consistently being introduced 
at two or three test levels before they are being found.  For 
example, you found that 40% of the defects were introduced in 
development but were not caught until system testing.   
 
Ideally, if a defect is introduced during coding, where should it 
be found?

a. In requirements reviews
b. In unit testing
c. In integration testing
d. In system testing

 
B is correct.  Defects should be found in the same level in which they are 
introduced.  If they are not, this constitutes an escape and increases the 
cost of quality. (TM-2.1.3 (K4) Analyze test results to create test reports 
that empower stakeholders to make decisions) 

31. (1 pt) When making test estimates, which of the following is the 
most necessary resource?

a. Test environments
b. Test data
c. Testers
d. Test results

 
C is correct.  People are a critical factor to the project, but they also tend 
to be the most unstable factor. (TM-2.2.2 (K2) Give examples of factors 
which may influence test estimates) 
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32. (3 pts) You are working on an Agile project and plan to use an 
expert-based technique to perform the estimation for a set of 
sprints.  Which technique allows you to use the expertise in the 
team to create the estimation?

a. Burndown chart
b. Three-point estimation
c. Planning poker
d. Estimation based on ratios

 
C is correct.  Planning poker can estimate the work required to deliver 
individual stories.  The burndown chart is actually a metrics-based 
technique which is derived from the story points the team is able 
to capture. (TM-2.2.3 (K4) Analyze the given context to select an 
appropriate technique or approach for test estimation) 
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33. (3 pts) You have been asked to estimate a project.  You know 
that your team will normally make 10 test cases for a high-
risk test item, 5 for a medium risk, and 1 for a low risk.  You 
also know it takes your team, on average, 1 hour to create a 
test case and 2 hours to execute one (that includes the time 
required to setup the preconditions).  You have estimated there 
will be 530 defects found and, on average, you know your team 
spends 5 hours per defect (finding it, reproducing, writing it up, 
retesting the fix).  You know how many risk items there are, and 
you know their classification.   
 
Given all this information, what estimation method should you 
use?

a. Estimation based on ratios
b. Burndown charts
c. Wideband delphi
d. Three-point estimation

 
A is correct.  You have good information regarding the hours required 
based on the items and you know how many items you have, so the 
ratios are there and ready to be used. (TM-2.2.3 (K4) Analyze the 
given context to select an appropriate technique or approach for test 
estimation) 
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34. (2 pts) You have noticed a concerning trend that defects that 
cannot be fixed with a release are being Closed.  This means 
they are not being reviewed for future fixing when the open 
defects are reviewed.  What type of status should you use, that 
will allow you to track these defects effectively until they are 
either fixed or the decision is made to never fix them?

a. Deferred
b. Open
c. Re-Open
d. Rejected

 
A is correct.  Deferred is the proper status.  This indicates the defect 
is not fixed and a decision has not yet been made, but it will not be in 
the current release. (TM-2.3.1 (K3) Implement a defect management 
process, including the defect workflow, that can be used to monitor and 
control defects) 
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35. (2 pts) You are having issues with developers rejecting defect 
reports when they have a question regarding the steps that 
were taken to make the failure occur.  This is resulting in 
frustration from the testers and a significant amount of re-
opening rejected defect reports.  What would help to clarify the 
process and alleviate some of the frustration?

a. Do not allow developers to reject defect reports
b. Add a status “Information Needed” that can be used by the 

developers when they have questions
c. Add a status “Blocked” that can be used by the developers when they 

have questions
d. Implement a review step for every defect report that must be 

followed before it is created

 
B is correct.  This is the easiest fix and should help remove the 
frustration.  If it is determined that this status is used too frequently 
(and it will be easy to tell how often it is used) then a process like 
the one in D might be implemented.  In general, a pre-review is time 
consuming and doesn’t add much value – it’s better to train people 
once how to write a good defect report and then address any individual 
problems. (TM-2.3.1 (K3) Implement a defect management process, 
including the defect workflow, that can be used to monitor and control 
defects) 
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36. (1 pt) Why should project management be included in the 
defect management committee?

a. They usually manage the schedule and budget, and defect fixes may 
have budget and schedule impact

b. They own the defect process and can control the flow of defects into 
the process

c. They are responsible for quality
d. They know the number of defects that are allowed for a project and 

can cut off the flow as needed

 
A is correct.  There are some decisions that have to be made 
about defect fixes that can impact the schedule and budget of the 
project.  This is particularly true if the defect is a missed or incorrect 
requirement. (TM-2.3.2 (K2) Explain the process and participants 
required for effective defect management) 

37. (1 pt) When does a defect report become a backlog item in an 
Agile project?

a. When it cannot be fixed in the current sprint
b. When the developer does not want to fix it
c. When the defect cannot be fixed
d. When the defect was written in error

 
A is correct. (TM-2.3.3 (K2) Explain the specifics of defect management 
in Agile software development) 
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38. (1 pt) What is the product owner’s contribution to defect 
management meetings?

a. Clarifying the priority of the fix from the user’s perspective
b. Setting the timeline for the fix
c. Discussing technical solution options
d. Determining root case

 
A is correct. (TM-2.3.4 (K2) Explain the challenges of defect management 
in hybrid software development) 

39. (2 pts) When is the change history needed when looking at 
efficient defect management?

a. It can be used to determine the time between status changes, such as 
open to closed

b. It can be used to determine how many defects are open for a given 
area of the software

c. It can be used to determine how quickly the opened and closed 
trends are converging

d. It can be used to determine which non-functional areas require 
additional testing

 
A is correct.  With this information, you can determine how efficiently 
defects are moving from stage to stage in their lifecycle.  If they 
are languishing anywhere, that is an opportunity for an efficiency 
improvement. (TM-2.3.5 (K3) Use the data and classification 
information that should be gathered during defect management) 
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40. (2 pts) You are reviewing a defect database and you have found 
a disturbing trend in the data.  Despite there being many 
dropdown lists for the tester to use when writing the defect 
report, the testers are just taking the default values.  This is 
resulting in the reporting showing that all defects are due to 
Logic Errors (the first item in the root cause list) and found 
during Unit Testing (the first item in the test level list) and are 
in the Data component (the first item in the component list).   
 
What should you do about this to ensure the data is more 
accurate?

a. Remove the fields from the defect management tool
b. Autofill the data based on preferences set by the user
c. Review the number and type of fields required when creating a 

defect and remove any that are not specifically needed
d. Remove all dropdown lists and allow free form text to be entered by 

the creator of the defect report

 
C is correct.  Since people are just picking the defaults there may 
be too many required fields and it takes too long to write a defect 
report.  There also may be too many items on the dropdown lists and 
people may be tired of reading through to find the right one.  D is not 
correct because this would make reporting much more difficult if not 
impossible. (TM-2.3.5 (K3) Use the data and classification information 
that should be gathered during defect management) 
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41. (1 pt) Which of the following defect statistics will provide input 
to be used for reducing the cost of quality?

a. Number of defect reports re-opened
b. Number of defects in a particular area of the code
c. Number of defect reports rejected by the developers
d. Number of defects found in a phase later than they were introduced

 
D is correct.  This is an indication that defects are escaping from the 
phase in which they are introduced, and this is causing a higher cost 
of quality than necessary. (TM-2.3.6 (K2) Explain how defect report 
statistics can be used to devise process improvement) 

42. (1 pt) You have an ongoing issue with one of your team 
members.  He really likes to talk and does not take hints from 
others that they are tired of listening and need to get back to 
work.  Given this information, in what competence area does 
this person need to improve?

a. Professional competence
b. Methodical competence
c. Social competence
d. Personal competence

 
C is correct.  This person is not taking social queues from his co-
workers.  He needs to work on his social competence. (TM-3.1.1 (K2) 
Give examples of typical skills needed by test team members within four 
areas of competence) 
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43. (3 pts) You are conducting a large UAT effort with about 20 
business SMEs.  Your team will be working closely with these 
folks to understand what needs to be tested, to document the 
tests in the test management system, to record any defects 
found, and to train the users in testing.   
 
Given this information, what three competence areas will be 
the most important for your team to possess?

a. Professional, methodical, social
b. Social, personal, methodical
c. Personal, professional, methodical
d. Social, personal, professional

 
A is correct.  Your team will need to be proficient in testing and the right 
way to do testing to be able to train the users (professional).  They will 
also need to demonstrate good analysis skills and test script/defect 
documentation (methodical).  Great social skills will be needed to 
communicate with the users in a welcoming manner, while providing 
the guidance to them.  While always needed, in this instance the least 
important competency set is personal. (TM-3.1.2 (K4) Analyze a given 
project context to determine required skills for test team members) 
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44. (3 pts) You are managing a technical team of software testers.  
You have noticed that some of them are willing to learn any 
new tool or technology where others are much less likely to 
step forward to build their knowledge and skills.  What is likely 
lacking in those who do not want to learn?

a. Professional competence
b. Methodical competence
c. Social competence
d. Personal competence

 
D is correct.  This is a sign that personal competence is somewhat 
lacking because they are not interested in continually building their 
skills. (TM-3.1.2 (K4) Analyze a given project context to determine 
required skills for test team members) 

45.  (1 pt) You want to evaluate your team’s social competence.  
Which of the following would be the best activity to provide you 
the information you need?

a. Develop a state transition table from a supplied set of requirements
b. Bake a cake and share it with the team
c. Build a matchstick bridge working as a team
d. Write a short introduction for themselves and read it to the team

 
C is correct because this requires effective social interaction. (TM-3.1.3 
(K2) Explain typical techniques for skill assessments for test team 
members) 
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46. (1 pt) Self-study is best used to develop which competency?

a. Social 
b. Professional 
c. Personal
d. Biological

 
B is correct.  This is a great way to develop professional competency 
without requiring social interaction. (TM-3.1.4 (K2) Differentiate 
between the typical approaches for developing skills of test team 
members) 

47. (1 pt) Which of the following is a hygiene factor for test teams?

a. Regular bathing
b. Good working conditions
c. Recognition for work done
d. Autonomy in task completion

 
B is correct, although A should never be disregarded!  C and D are 
motivators rather than hygiene factors. (TM-3.1.6 (K2) Give examples of 
motivating and hygiene factors for test team members) 
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48.  (1 pt) Which of the following is an example of an external failure 
cost?

a. Damage to the environment
b. Bringing on contractors to help with test execution
c. Redefining the flow of code into the test environment to reduce false 

positives
d. Fixing defects found during testing

 
A is correct. This is an example of an external failure which has caused  
damage to the environment in some way and will likely have to be 
rectified. (TM-3.2.1 (K2) Give examples for each of the four categories 
determining the cost of quality) 
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49. (2 pts) You have assembled the following cost of quality 
numbers.  1000 defects were found prior to release and 100 
were found after.

Average Cost Amount # of Defects Total Cost
Defect prevention $50,000 N/A $50,000
Appraisal $250 1000 $250,000
Internal failure $200 1000 $200,000
External failure $5000 100 $500,000

 
Given this information, what is the total cost of quality for this 
project?

a. $1,000,000
b. $500,000
c. $300,000
d. $0

 
D is correct.  The cost of external failure – (defect prevention + 
appraisal + internal failure) = total cost of quality (TM-3.2.2 (K3) Apply 
a cost-benefit calculation to estimate the added value of testing for 
stakeholders) 
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50. (2 pts) You have assembled the following cost of quality 
numbers.  1000 defects were found prior to release and 100 
were found after. 
 
Average Cost Amount # of Defects Total Cost
Defect prevention $50 N/A $50,000
Appraisal $250 1000 $250,000
Internal failure $200 1000 $200,000
External failure $100,000 10 $1,000,000

 
Given this information, what should you conclude?

a. Testing was highly effective and the cost is fully justified by the low 
number of high cost external failures

b. More effort was needed in testing to drive the external failure number 
down further

c. Less testing will be acceptable for the next release given that only 1% 
of defects escaped

d. More releases are needed so fixes can be quickly released to 
production to resolve the 10 defects

 
B is correct.  At this point, the cost of external failure is still higher than 
the cost of testing.  (TM-3.2.2 (K3) Apply a cost-benefit calculation to 
estimate the added value of testing for stakeholders) 


